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Abstract. Linear RankSVM is one of the widely used methods for learn-
ing to rank. Although using Order-Statistic Tree (OST) and Trust Re-
gion Newton Methods (TRON) are effective to train linear RankSVM on
CPU, it becomes less effective when dealing with large-scale training data
sets. Furthermore, linear RankSVM training with L2-loss contains quite
amount of matrix manipulations in comparison with that with L1-loss,
so it has great potential for achieving parallelism on GPU. In this paper,
we design efficient parallel algorithms on GPU for the linear RankSVM
training with L2-loss based on different queries. The experimental re-
sults show that, compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms for the
linear RankSVM training with L2-loss on CPU, our proposed parallel
algorithm not only can significantly enhance the training speed but also
maintain the high prediction accuracy.

Keywords: Parallel Computing, GPU Computing, GPU sorting, Linear
RankSVM, Learning to Rank.

1 Introduction

As a promising parallel device for general-propose computing, Graphics Process-
ing Unit (GPU) not only provides tens of thousands of threads for applications
with data-level or task-level parallelism, but also shows superb computational
performance on floating point operations in comparison with the current multi-
core CPUs [1]. Additionally, combining with Compute Unified Device Architec-
ture (CUDA) programming model [2] released by NVIDA in 2007, quite a lot of
existing applications can be conveniently programmed and ported to GPUs. Es-
pecially, the machines learning algorithms can be highly parallelizable on GPUs
since they typically contain a large number of matrix manipulations [3].

According to the Chapelle et. al. [4], state of the art learning to rank models
can be categorized into three types: pointwise methods such as [5], [6], pairwise
methods such as [7], [8], [9], and listwise methods such as [10], [11]. Among these
models, RankSVM, which can be consider as a special case of Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [12], is a widely used pairwise approach for leaning to rank.
There exists two types of RankSVMs: linear RankSVM [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]
and nonlinear RankSVM [18], [19]. Although both of them have been extensively
studied, the lengthy training remains a challenging issue.
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Given a set of training label-query-instance tuples (yi, qi,xi), yi ∈ K ⊂ R,
qi ∈ Q ⊂ Z, xi ∈ R

n, i = 1, · · · , l, where K is the set of possible relevance levels
with |K| = k, Q is the set of queries with |Q| = m, l is the total number of
training instances and n is the number of features for each training instance, as
well as a defined set of preference pairs : P ≡ {(i, j) | qi = qj , yi > yj} with p ≡
|P|, where (i, j) indicates (xi,xj) for short, then the objective function f(w) of
linear RankSVM with L2-loss is presented by:

f(w) = min
w∈Rn

1

2
wTw + C

∑

(i,j)∈P
max(0, 1−wT (xi − xj))

2 (1)

where w ∈ R
n is a vector of parameters, C > 0 is a regularization parameter.

The goal of RankSVM is to learn w such that wTxi > wTxj if (i, j) ∈ P .
Although there have been many serial algorithms for linear RankSVM, how-

ever, there is no empirical research exists on this issue for achieving linear
RankSVM on some parallel systems. Moreover, on the one hand, although the
linear RankSVM training using TRust regiON Newton methods (TRON) [20]
instead of Cutting Plane Method (CPM) may obtain more quick convergence
speed, it becomes less effective when dealing with the large-scale training data
sets; on the other hand, the linear RankSVM with L2-loss contains more matrix-
matrix or matrix-vector operations over that with L1-loss, so training linear
RankSVM with L2-loss can be accelerated effectively on GPU. This motivates
us to design efficient GPU algorithms to train linear RankSVM with L2-loss.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) We de-
fine a new rule of how to determine the preference pairs in terms of the different
queries (Please see Definition 1); (2) Based on the new rule, we propose a paral-
lel algorithm P-SWX for linear RankSVM training with L2-loss; (3) We propose
an efficient GPU sorting algorithm, GPU-quicksorting, that can sort multiple
sequences within a single GPU kernel. Meanwhile, we conduct extensive com-
parison experiments to prove the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that achieves RankSVM training
on GPU.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly introduce
the basic principle of linear RankSVM with L2-loss we are interest in solving,
as well as its effective solution TRON. Section 3 is mainly devoted to designing
parallel algorithms P-SWX and GPU-quicksorting on GPU to accelerate training
speed of the linear RankSVM with L2-loss. Experiments, which indicate the
performance of our proposed algorithms, are given and analysed in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the conclusion of this project and points the future
research work.

2 Linear RankSVM Training with L2-loss

This section briefly introduces the linear RankSVM training with L2-loss by
using TRON.
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2.1 Linear RankSVM Traing with L2-loss by Using Trust Region
Newton Method

Typically, TRON can be viewed as an effective Newton method to solve the
optimization problem f(w), the primary goal of which, at the d-th iteration, is to
find awd+1 so that f(wd+1) is less than f(wd). To update wd bywd+1 = wd+v,
TRON takes an improved Conjugate Gradient (CG) method to find an optimal
direction v ∈ R

n by iteratively minimizing Fd(v) which is the second-order
Taylor approximation of f(wd+1)− f(wd).

Fd(v) ≡ ∇f(wd)Tv +
1

2
vT∇2f(wd)v

minv Fd(v) subject to ‖v‖ ≤ Δd

(2)

where Δd is the size of the trust region, and ∇f(wd) and ∇2f(wd) are indicated
the first and second order differential function of f(w), respectively. Apparently,
TRON contains two levels iterations, inner iterations and outer iterations. The
inner one is the CG iterations which are used to find an optimal v within the
trust region iteratively for updating w, while the outer one is Newton Method
which is applied to generate a more optimal w for f(w). The whole framework
of TRON can be clearly presented by Algorithm 1. Our setting for updating Δd

follows the work done by Lin et al. [21]. But for the stopping condition, we follow
that of TRON in the package LIBLINEAR1 [22] to check if the gradient is small
enough compared with an initial gradient shown as follows.

‖∇f(wd)‖2 ≤ εs‖∇f(w0)‖2 (3)

where w0 is the initial iteration and εs is the stopping tolerate given by users.

Algorithm 1. Trust Region Newton Method

Input w0 ← 0, maximum outer iterations N
Output wd

1: Initialize Δ0 ← 0 and d← 0
2: while d ≤ N do
3: //The while-loop indicates the whole outer iterations.
4: if ‖∇f(wd)‖2 ≤ εs‖∇f(w0)‖ then
5: return wd

6: else
7: Apply CG iterations (inner iterations) until subproblem (2) is solved or

v reaches the trust-region boundary.
8: Update wd and Δd to wd+1 and Δd+1 respectively.
9: d← d+ 1
10: end if
11: end while

1 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/liblinear-1.94.tar.gz

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/liblinear-1.94.tar.gz
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Optimizing f(w) by TRON refers to computing ∇f(w) and ∇2f(w). How-
ever, the ∇2f(w) doesn’t exist because ∇f(w) is not differentiable. To derive a
faster method to calculate ∇2f(w)v, Lee et.al. [16] has explored the structure
of ∇2f(w)v by defining some expressions as follows.

SV(w) ≡ {(i, j) | (i, j) ∈ P , 1−wT (xi − xj) > 0}
SV+

i ≡ {xj | (j, i) ∈ SV(w)}
SV−i ≡ {xj | (i, j) ∈ SV(w)}
pw ≡ |SV(w)|

(4)

β+
i ≡ ∣

∣SV+
i

∣
∣ , α+

i ≡
∑

xj∈SV+
i

xT
j v, γ

+
i ≡

∑

xj∈SV+
i

wTxj

β−i ≡ ∣
∣SV−i

∣
∣ , α−i ≡

∑

xj∈SV−
i

xT
j v, γ

−
i ≡

∑

xj∈SV−
i

wTxj

(5)

Following the above definitions, Lee et.al. [16] converted f(w) and ∇f(w)
and ∇2f(w)v into following expressions.

f(w) =
1

2
wTw + C(AwXw − ew)

T (AwXw − ew)

=
1

2
wTw + C(wTXT ((AT

wAwXw)− (2AT
wew)) + pw) (6)

∇f(w) = w + 2CXT ((AT
wAwXw)− (AT

wew)) (7)

∇2f(w)v = v + 2CXT (AT
wAwXv) (8)

where X indicates [x1, · · · ,xl]
T , Aw ∈ R

pw×l is a matrix indicated by:

Aw ≡

· · · i · · · j · · ·
...

⎡

⎣

⎤

⎦(i, j) 0 · · · 0 +1 0 · · · 0 −1 0 · · · 0
...

ew ∈ R
pw×l is a vector of ones. Four of XTAT

wAwXv, AT
wew, pw and AT

wAwXw,
according to the derivation done by Lee et al. [16], can be computed by:

XTAT
wAwXv = XT

⎡

⎢
⎣

(β+
1 + β−1 )xT

1 v − (α+
1 + α−1 )

...
(β+

l + β−l )xT
l v − (α+

l + α−l )

⎤

⎥
⎦

AT
wew =

⎡

⎢
⎣

β−1 − β+
1

...
β−l − β+

l

⎤

⎥
⎦ , pw =

l∑

i=1

β+
i =

l∑

i=1

β−i
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AT
wAwXw =

⎡

⎢
⎣

(β+
1 + β−1 )wTx1 − (γ+

1 + γ−1 )
...

(β+
l + β−l )wTxl − (γ+

l + γ−l )

⎤

⎥
⎦

If all β+
i , β

−
i , α+

i , α
−
i , γ

+
i and γ−i are already calculated, then computing

∇2f(w)v in terms of (8) would cost O(ln + n), where O(ln) is for computing
XTAT

wAwXv and O(n) is for vector addition. Similarly, the computations of
∇f(w) and f(w) both cost O(ln + n) if all β+

i , β−i , γ+
i and γ−i are computed

already. Furthermore, ∇2f(w)v can be viewed as the computational bottlenecks
since it refers to not only the CG iteration but also the outer iteration of TRON.
According to the definitions of SV+

i and SV−i , computing all parameter variables
in (5) requires to determine whether 1 − wT (xi − xj) or 1 − wT (xj − xi) is
greater than zero. So sorting all wTxi before CG iterations of TRON must be
a reasonable way to do a quick decision. If all wTxi is sorted already, then
computing the all parameter variables in (5) by DCM may cost O(lk) [23]. If
taking advantage of favourable searching performance of OST, then the O(lk)
term is would be reduced to O(llog(k)) [15]. Therefore, by using TRON along
with OST, the total computation complexity of linear RankSVM training with
L2-loss is equal to (O(llogl) +O(ln+ llog(k) + n)× average #CG iterations)×
#outer iterations, where the O(llogl) term is the cost of sorting all wTxi.

3 Novel Parallel Algorithms for Linear RankSVM
Training with L2-loss on Graphic Processing Units

In this section, we devote to designing efficient parallel algorithms for training
linear RankSVM with L2-loss on GPU.

3.1 Efficient Parallel Algorithm for Computing Hessian-Vector
Product on Graphic Processing Units

As shown in (5), each xi has one-to-one relationship with the parameters β+
i , β

−
i ,

α+
i , α

−
i , γ

+
i and γ−i . So we can assign a thread to calculate these variables that

correspond to xi. Although this rough parallel method can effectively achieve
data-level parallelism on GPU, each assigned thread has to execute O(l) steps,
which is less effective over DCM (O(lk)) or OST (O(llog(k))) if k is small.

However, according to definition of P , xi and xj can combine into a preference
pair if and only if qi = qj holds true. Hence, all xi (or all yi) can be divided
into m subsets because of existing m different queries in Q. We assume that
for a query Q(t) ∈ Q, where t = 1, · · · ,m, Xt = [xt1, · · · ,xt|Xt|] and Yt =
[yt1, · · · , yt|Yt|] indicate the corresponding subsets of the training instances and
labels respectively.

Theorem 1. If all xi (or all yi) are divided into m subsets Xt (or Yt) in terms
of m different queries Q(t), t = 1, · · · ,m, then any two of Xt (or Yt) are inde-
pendent of each other.
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Proof. According to SV+
i and SV−i , computing the parameter variables corre-

sponding to xi (or yi) only refers to all xj (or all yj) satisfying qj = qi. Therefore,
it implies that any two of Xt (Yt) are independent of each other.

According to Theorem 1, if xi ∈ Xt and yi ∈ Yt, then computing the pa-
rameters β+

i , β
−
i , α+

i , α
−
i , γ

+
i and γ−i corresponding to xi should go through

only the subsets Xt and Yt but not all xi and all yi , which can reduce the
computation complexity significantly. Meanwhile, we should sort all subsets
wTXt = [wTxt1, · · · ,wTxt|Xt|] independently, instead of all wTxi. Moreover,
if all Xt (or all Yt) are obtained already, then computing f(w), ∇f(w), and
∇2f(w)v based on SV(w) is not suitable any more because it refers to all xi

and all yi.

Definition 1. For a query Q(t), the rule of how to determine the preference
pairs (i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ |Xt| , 1 ≤ j ≤ |Xt| , i �= j, is defined as SVt(w) ≡ {(i, j) |
1−wT (xti − xtj) > 0} with pt ≡ |SVt(w)|.

The SVt(w) is similar but essentially different from SV(w) because it only
involves the data information related to Q(t). So if all Xt (or all Yt) are obtained
already, then the expressions of (4) and (5) should be transformed into (9) and
(10) respectively.

SV+
ti = {xtj | ytj > yti, 1−wT (xtj − xti) > 0}

SV−ti = {xtj | ytj < yti, 1−wT (xti − xtj) > 0} (9)

β+
ti =

∣∣SV+
ti

∣∣ , α+
ti =

∑

xtj∈SV+
ti

xT
tjv, γ

+
ti =

∑

xtj∈SV+
ti

wTxtj

β−
ti =

∣∣SV−
ti

∣∣ , α−
ti =

∑

xtj∈SV−
ti

xT
tjv, γ

−
ti =

∑

xtj∈SV−
ti

wTxtj

(10)

Accordingly, f(w)v, ∇f(w) and ∇2f(w) have to be converted into:

f(w) =
1

2
wTw + C(ÃwX̃w − ew)

T (ÃwX̃w − ew)

=
1

2
wTw + C(wT X̃T ((ÃT

wÃwX̃w)− 2(ÃT
wew)) +

m∑

t=1

pt) (11)

∇f(w) = w + 2CX̃T ((ÃT
wÃwX̃w)− (ÃT

wew)) (12)

∇2f(w)v = v + 2CX̃T (ÃT
wÃwX̃v) (13)

where X̃ = [X1, · · · , Xm]T , Ỹ = [Y1, · · · , Ym], Ãw ∈ R
(

m∑

t=1
pt)×l

is as similar as

Aw, pt =
|Xt|∑

i=1

β+
ti =

|Xt|∑

i=1

β−ti . Of course, combined with (9) and (10), ÃT
wÃwX̃v,

ÃT
wÃwX̃w and ÃT

wew can be computed by:
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ÃT
wÃwX̃v =

⎡

⎢
⎣

(β+
11 + β−11)x

T
11v − (α+

11 + α−11)
...

(β+
m|Xm| + β−m|Xm|)x

T
m|Xm|v − (α+

m|Xm| + α−m|Xm|)

⎤

⎥
⎦

ÃT
wÃwX̃w =

⎡

⎢
⎣

(β+
11 + β−11)w

Tx11 − (γ+
11 + γ−11)

...
(β+

m|Xm| + β−m|Xm|)w
Txm|Xm| − (γ+

m|Xm| + γ−m|Xm|)

⎤

⎥
⎦

ÃT
wew =

⎡

⎢
⎣

β−11 − β+
11

...
β−m|Xm| − β+

m|Xm|

⎤

⎥
⎦

According to Theorem 1, it needs to assign m thread blocks to compute
all parameter variables shown in (10) in parallel on GPU. Moreover, each xti

corresponds to β+
ti , β

−
ti , α

+
ti, α

−
ti , γ

+
ti and γ−ti , so do such computation can ef-

fectively achieve data-level parallelism on GPU in terms of the Definition 1.
Assume that, for the t-th query Q(t), wTX ′t indicates the sorted wTXt, i.e.,
wTX ′t = [wTxtπ(1), · · · ,wTxtπ(|Xt|)] satisfying wTxtπ(1) ≤, · · · ,≤ wTxtπ(|Xt|),
X ′tv = [xT

tπ(1)v, · · · ,xT
tπ(|Xt|)v] and Y ′t = [ytπ(1), · · · , ytπ(|Xt|)]. Then, we map

three of wTX ′t, X
′
tv and Y ′t into the t-th thread block of GPU jointly for paral-

lel computing.
Based on the above discussions, we propose an efficient parallel algorithm,

P-SWX, to compute parameter variables shown in (10) on GPU. The specific
steps of P-SWX are clearly shown in Algorithm 2 in which the threads in the
t-th thread block should execute at most O(|Xt|) steps. Let lL 	 l indicates the
largest |Xt|, then the threads on GPU should execute at most O(lL) steps.

However, to get more favourable training speed, the matrix operations, includ-
ing matrix-matrix products, matrix-vector products and vector additions, should
be calculated by respectively adopting Segmm, Sgemv and Saxay subroutines in
CUBLAS [24]. So if all parameter variables shown in (10) are calculated already,
then computing ∇2f(w)v, ∇f(w) and f(w) on GPU by invoking CUBALS may
be a more reasonable choice. Although P-SWX and CUBLAS may effectively im-
prove the training speed of linear RankSVM with L2-loss, the sorting costs on
CPU, O(llogl) term, is still high when addressing large-scale training data sets.

3.2 Efficient GPU Sorting for Linear RankSVM Training with
L2-loss

As discussed in 3.1, we should assigning m thread blocks to sort all wTXt con-
currently on GPU. As the subscript i of each wTxti needs to be applied in the
next operations such as the operations in Algorithm 2, we should keep the sub-
script i of each wTxti. Thus, we should convert each wTxti into a corresponding
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Algorithm 2. P-SWX: m thread blocks should be assigned on GPU

Input Y ′
t ∈ R

|Xt|, wTX ′
t ∈ R

|Xt|, X ′
tv ∈ R

|Xt| and t = 1, · · · ,m
Output β+

tπ(i), β−
tπ(i), α+

tπ(i), α−
tπ(i), γ+

tπ(i) and γ−
tπ(i) (t = 1, · · · ,m and π(i) =

1, · · · , |Xt|).
1: Initialize:β+

tπ(i) ← 0, β−
tπ(i) ← 0, α+

tπ(i) ← 0, α−
tπ(i) ← 0, γ+

tπ(i) ← 0 and γ−
tπ(i) ← 0,

(t = 1, · · · ,m and π(i) = 1, · · · , |Xt|)
2: j ← 1
3: while j ≤ |Xt|, xtπ(j) ∈ SV+

tπ(i), π(i) = 1, · · · , |Xt| and t = 1, · · · ,m do

4: α+
tπ(i) ← α+

tπ(i) + xT
tπ(j)v

5: β+
tπ(i) ← β+

tπ(i) + 1

6: γ+
tπ(i) ← γ+

tπ(i) +wTxtπ(j)

7: j ← j + 1
8: end while
9: j ← |Xt|
10: while j ≥ 1, xtπ(j) ∈ SV−

tπ(i), π(i) = 1, · · · , |Xt| and t = 1, · · · ,m do

11: α−
tπ(i) ← α−

tπ(i) + xT
tπ(j)v

12: β−
tπ(i)

← β−
tπ(i)

+ 1

13: γ−
tπ(i) ← γ−

tπ(i) +wTxtπ(j)

14: j ← j − 1
15: end while

struct node that contains two elements value and id. Taking a wTxti for exam-
ple, the value and id of its corresponding struct node store the value of wTxti

and i, respectively.
In computer memory,wT X̃T is always stored instead of allwTXt, thusw

T X̃T

should be converted into a struct sequence dpri, and each wTXt corresponds to
a subsequence dprit of dpri. Apparently, how to locate the boundaries of each dprit

in dpri is crucial to achieve the sorting in parallel on GPU. Thus, we define a
struct parameter workset with two elements beg and end to record the bound-
aries of each subsequence in dpri, where beg and end store starting position and
ending position of a subsequence respectively. Taking the t-th subsequence dprit

for example, both beg and end of workset(t) can be calculated by using following
expression.

workset(t) =

{
beg = 1 + |X1|+ · · ·+ |Xt−1|
end = |X1|+ |X2|+ · · ·+ |Xt| (14)

According to the above discussions and work done by D. Cederman et al. [25],
we propose an efficient GPU sorting, GPU-quicksorting, by using an auxiliary
buffer daux which is as large as dpri. The basic principle of such a GPU sorting
are primarily broken down into two steps. The first one is that if the |Xt|, in
the t-th thread block, is larger than a user-defined minsize, then the dprit would
be partitioned into two sub-sequences by a randomly selected pivot; if not, the
dprit would be sorted directly by bitornic sorting [26]. The second one is that the
each divided subsequence, generated in the first step, with the size ≤ minsize
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would be sorted by bitornic sorting, while those/that with the large size should
be further divided by the first step until the size of each new divided subsequence
has been ≤ minsize. The specific steps of GPU-quicksorting are presented in
Algorithm 3.

Theoretically, our proposed GPU-quicksorting would be an efficient GPU sort-
ing algorithm since it can make full use of the unique properties of GPU to sort
multiple sequences in parallel within a single GPU Kernel. Consequently, by
using Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 and CUBLAS, we can design an
efficient GPU implementation P-SWXRankSVM to train linear RankSVM with
L2-loss on GPU.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we set two state-of-the-art applications OSTRankSVM2 and
DCMRankSVM as the comparison tools to evaluate P-SWXRankSVM in our
experimental tests. The OSTRankSVM is an effective method that solves the
linear RankSVM training with L2-loss by TRON along with OST, while DCM-
RankSVM is another effective method that solves the linear RankSVM training
with L2-loss by TRON along with DCM.

There are six real world training data sets, the size of each of which is clearly
presented in Table 1, that are used in our experimental tests. We set C, εs
and minsize to be 1, 10−5 and 64 respectively. It is unclear yet if it is the best
option, but certainly we would like to try custom setting first. The measurements
are carried out in a single server with four Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5620 2.40GHz
four-core CPUs and 32GB of RAM running Ubuntu 9.04(64 bit). The graphics
processor used is a NVIDA Tesla C2050 card with 448 CUDA cores, and the
frequency of each CUDA core is 1.15 GHz. The card has 3GB GDDR5 memory
and a memory bandwidth of 144 GB/s. Besides, the CUDA driver and runtime
versions used in our experiments are both 5.0, and only one Tesla C2050 card is
used in all benchmark tests.

Table 1. Training Data Sets

Data Set l n k |Q| p lL

MQ2007-list 743,790 46 1,268 1,017 285,943,893 1,268
MQ2008-list 540,679 46 1,831 471 323,151,792 1,831
MSLR-WEB10K 723,421 136 2 6,000 31,783,391 809
MSLR-WEB30K 2,270,296 136 5 18,919 101,312,036 1,251
MQ2007 42,158 46 2 1017 246,015 147
MQ2008 9,630 46 3 471 52,325 121

2 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/papers/ranksvm/ranksvml2_exp-1.3.tgz

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/papers/ranksvm/ranksvml2_exp-1.3.tgz
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Algorithm 3. GPU-quicksorting(GPU kernel)

Input workset, m, dpri and daux

1: bx← xblockid //xblockid : the ID number of thread block

2: if bx ≤ m then

3: beg, end← workset(bx).beg, workset(bx).end

4: if end− beg < minsize then

5: daux(beg → end)← dpri(beg → end)

6: bitonic(daux(beg → end), dpri(beg → end)) //Sort the data.

7: else

8: push both beg and end to workstack

9: while workstack �= ∅ do

10: daux(beg → end)← dpri(beg → end)

11: pivot ← random(daux(beg → end)) //Select a pivot randomly.

12: ltthreadid , gtthreadid ← 0, 0 //threadid : the ID number of threads

13: for i← beg + threadid, i ≤ end, i← i+ threadcount do

14: if daux(i).value ≤ pivot.value and pivot.id �= daux(i).id then

15: ltthreadid ← ltthreadid + 1

16: else

17: gtthreadid ← gtthreadid + 1

18: end if

19: end for

20: Cumulative Sum : lt0, lt1, lt2, · · · , ltsum ← 0, lt0, lt0 + lt1, · · · ,
threadcount∑

i=0

lti

21: Cumulative Sum : gt0, gt1, gt2, · · · , gtsum ← 0, gt0, gt0 +

gt1, · · · ,
threadcount∑

i=0

gti

22: lp, gp← beg + ltthreadid, end − gtthreadid+1

23: for i← beg + threadid, i ≤ end, i← i+ threadcount do

24: if daux(i).value ≤ pivot.value and pivot.id �= daux(i).id then

25: dpri(lp) ← daux(i).value, lp ← lp + 1 //Write the data to the left

of pivot.

26: else

27: dpri(gp) ← daux(i).value, gp← gp−1 //Write the data to the right

of pivot.

28: end if

29: end for

30: for i← beg + ltsum + threadid, i < end− gtsum, i← i + threadcount do

31: dpri(i)← pivot

32: end for

33: pop both beg and end from workstack

34: if |dpri(beg → (beg + ltsum))| ≤ minisize then

35: daux(beg → (beg + ltsum))← dpri(beg → (beg + ltsum))

36: bitonic(daux(beg → (beg + ltsum)), dpri(beg → (beg + ltsum)))

37: else

38: push both beg and beg + ltsum to workstack

39: beg, end← beg, (beg + ltsum)

40: end if

41: if |dpri((end − gtsum)→ end)| ≤ minisize then

42: daux((end− gtsum)→ end)← dpri((end− gtsum)→ end)

43: bitonic(daux((end− gtsum)→ end), dpri((end− gtsum)→ end))

44: else

45: push both (end− gtsum) and end to workstack

46: beg, end← (end− gtsum), end

47: end if

48: end while

49: end if

50: end if
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4.1 Performance Evaluation for P-SWXRankSVM

The specific performance comparisons among DCMRankSVM, OSTRankSVM
and P-SWXRankSVM with respect to the different training data sets are pre-
sented in Table 2. As shown in the table, the OSTRankSVM performs bet-
ter than OSTRankSVM, which mainly relies on the superior property of OST
(O(llog(k))) in reducing the computation complexity compared to DCM (O(lk)).
As expected, the P-SWXRankSVM has greater speedup performance over both
of DCMRankSVM and OSTRankSVM when addressing the large-scale train-
ing data sets. Apparently, such efficient speedup for P-SWXRankSVM mainly
depends on that P-SWXRankSVM can make full use of the great computation
power of GPU based on our designing.

Table 2. Performance Comparison among DCMRankSVM, OSTRankSVM, P-
SWXRankSVM

Data Set
DCMRankSVM OSTRankSVM P-SWXRankSVM

Training Training Training
Speedup

Time(s) Time(s) Time(s)

MQ2007-list 380.51 203.02 22.46 16.94x/9.04x
MQ2008-list 493.12 276.46 37.17 11.81x/7.44x
MSLR-WEB10K 2791.22 2481.35 276.11 10.11x/8.99x
MSLR-WEB30K 19449.65 17019.16 939.38 20.70x/18.12x
MQ2007 12.67 10.18 5.90 2.18x/1.73x
MQ2008 0.67 0.48 1.37 0.49x/0.35x

Moreover, to analyse the convergence performance of DCMRankSVM, OS-
TRankSVM and P-SWXRankSVM in more detail, we investigate the relative
difference η to the optimal function value shown as:

η =

∣
∣
∣
∣

f(w)− f(w∗)
f(w∗)

∣
∣
∣
∣

(15)

where the w∗ is the optimum of (1), and the εs is also set to be 10−5.
The measured results involving convergence speed with respect to the different

training data sets are clearly illustrated in Figure 1. From the figure, we can ob-
serve that the OSTRankSVM converges faster than DCMRankSVM as training
time goes, but the convergence speed of OSTRankSVM is not marked enough
over that of DCMRankSVM as training time goes if the data sets have a small k.
This may be because OST becomes more efficient over DCM if k is large enough.
As expected, P-SWXRankSVM can converge much faster than both of DCM-
RankSVM and OSTRankSVM. However, it is special for ”MQ2008”. The reason
for this case relies on that if the data sets with small size can’t effectively utilize
the great computation power of GPU, so invoking P-SWXRankSVM to train the
small data set, such as ”MQ2008”, would cost too much time in launching GPU
kernels and communicating between CPU and GPU, rather than in computing.
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Fig. 1. A Convergence speed comparison among DCMRankSVM, OSTRankSVM,
P-SWXRankSVM

4.2 Prediction Performance Evaluation for P-SWXRankSVM

If an optimum w∗ of (1) is obtained, then we need to evaluate that such a w∗ is
whether good or not for doing prediction. In general, checking Pairwise Accuracy
(PA) [27] is very suitable for measuring the prediction performance of pairwise
approach such as RankSVM. Thus, we choose PA as the measurement in here.

PA ≡ | {(i, j) |∈ P ,w∗Txi > w∗Txj} |
p

(16)

The specific measured results are presented in Table 3 clearly. As shown in
the table, training linear RankSVM with L2-loss by using anyone of these im-
plementations would result in almost same prediction performance, which effec-
tively proves that P-SWXRankSVM not only can accelerate the linear RankSVM
training with L2-loss significantly but also guarantee the prediction accuracy.
However, please note that such a case can be explained as follows: In essence,
four of DCM, OST, P-SWX and GPU-quicksorting are devoted to improving
the training speed of the linear RankSVM with L2-loss, thus they, theoretically,
couldn’t influence the prediction accuracy.
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Table 3. Measured Pairwise Accuracy of DCMRankSVM, OSTRankSVM, P-
SWXRankSVM

Data Set
Pairwise Accuracy (PA)

DCMRankSVM(%) OSTRankSVM(%) P-SWXRankSVM(%)

MQ2007-list 81.11 81.11 81.11
MQ2008-list 82.11 82.11 80.72
MSLR-WEB10K 61.25 61.04 60.43
MSLR-WEB30K 60.96 60.79 60.45
MQ2007 70.59 70.59 70.60
MQ2008 80.24 80.24 80.24

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed two efficient parallel algorithms P-SWX and
GPU-quicksorting to accelerate the linear RankSVM training with L2-loss on
GPU. To sum up, to design efficient parallel algorithms for the linear RankSVM
training with L2-loss, we not only divide all training instances xi and labels
yi into several independent subsets in terms of different queries, but also rede-
fine a new rule of how to determine the preference pairs (i, j). Just because of
this, our proposed parallel algorithms can achieve both task-level and data-level
parallelism effectively on GPU. Since this is the initial work to design GPU
implementations for training linear RankSVM with L2-loss on a single GPU,
there are still many challenges that should to be addressed to further explore
their multiple GPU implementations. So, the next extension of this work will use
multiple GPU devices to solve even larger training problem in parallel fashion.
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